Articles submitted for publication in Colorado Lawyer are reviewed and approved by coordinating editors before being scheduled for publication. Coordinating editors are attorneys and legal professionals who volunteer their time and expertise to solicit, review, and schedule articles for publication.

If you are interested in writing an article for Colorado Lawyer or would like to submit a manuscript, please contact the appropriate coordinating editor to discuss your topic. Writing guidelines are available at cobar.org/tcl.
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MORE WAYS TO CONTRIBUTE

“As I See It” Opinion Articles
Colorado Lawyer is now accepting opinion articles whereby members can express their ideas on the law, the legal profession, and the administration of justice. Please note that the publication is mindful of its role in promoting civility and professionalism and reserves the right to reject any article; submissions that include personal attacks, contain language that may be deemed defamatory, or are inconsistent with the objectives of the CBA will not be considered. Full guidelines are available at www.cobar.org/tcl.

General Interest Articles
Colorado Lawyer is interested in publishing general interest articles from our members. “The SideBar” is a place to:
- share your unique experiences as a lawyer
- discuss a helpful skill
- talk about a law-related topic that is important to you
- offer practical advice to fellow attorneys
- share your law-related “war stories.”

SideBar articles should take a lighter look at the law or talk about your perspective; articles on particularly divisive topics will not be considered.

Please send articles or article ideas to Susie Klein at sklein@cobar.org for consideration. Desired article length for these columns is between 1,000 and 3,000 words. Publication is at the discretion of the editorial staff.

If you would like to write an article in an area not listed on these pages, please contact Jodi Jennings at jjennings@cobar.org (substantive law articles) or Susie Klein at sklein@cobar.org (department articles, columns, and special series).